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I. BACKGROUND, FACTS AND STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
Most of the essential facts giving rise to this grievance are not in dispute.
In a nutshell, this case involves the question whether the Company violated the
parties' collective bargaining agreement, specifically Article Seven (Overtime), Section C
(Double Time), 4 (JX 1 at 16), by not paying double time to those employees who
voluntary picked up a mandatory overtime assignment on November 26, 2015
(Thanksgiving Day), and if so, what shall be the remedy. According to the Union, this
case is about the application and interpretation of the collective bargaining agreement as
clarified by an opinion and award of Arbitrator Gill Vernon in case SAN-0-0327/14

(2015)(Agent Y grievant) that was properly before him. The Company never assigned
the grievants overtime. Rather, SWA assigned mandatory overtime to someone else to
work on Thanksgiving Day. The named grievants only worked on Thanksgiving because
they volunteered to pick up those shifts. In the Company's view, the fact that it has never
paid employees double time for voluntarily picking up mandatory overtime shifts, both
before and after the Vernon award, favors its case. Therefore, because the Grievants
were not assigned mandatory overtime, they are not entitled to double-time under the
contract's plain text, according to Management.
A grievance was filed by the TWU on December 12, 2015 (JX 2 at 9) asserting
the company violated the collective bargaining agreement by shorting the pay of agents
who picked up a mandatory shift and where only paid overtime. The Union requested
make whole relief "including but not limited to being paid the applicable rate of pay of
doubletime as stated in Arbitrator Vernon's June 3, 2015 decision." Id. The grievance
was denied on January 7, 2016 by Mr. Phil Stachowski (JX 2 at 8). A System Board was
held on January 21, 2016, which deadlocked (JX 2 at 5). Unable to resolve the matter in
the lower steps of the parties' grievance procedure, the matter was moved to arbitration.
A hearing was held on March 7, 2016, at the Doubletree Hilton, Love Field, Dallas, TX.
The parties appeared through their representatives and entered exhibits and testimony.
Post-hearing Briefs were filed on or before May 2, 2016, and electronically exchanged
through the offices of the undersigned Arbitrator. The record was closed on that date.
II. ISSUE FOR RESOLUTION

Did the Company violate the parties' collective bargaining agreement by not
paying double time to those employees who voluntary picked up mandatory overtime
shifts on November 26, 2015, and if so, what shall be the remedy?
III. POSITION OF THE UNION

The position of the Union, as outlined in its opening statement and post-hearing
Brief, is summarized as follows:
Initially, the Union views the essential facts of this case as follows:
1. The Company and the Union had a grievance go to arbitration over the proper rate of pay for a
ramp agent who picked up another agent's mandatory overtime assignment.
2. Arbitrator Gill Vernon, in Case SAN-0-0327/14 (Agent Y, grievant) denied the grievance that
triple time was the correct rate of pay, but issued the ruling that double time, what the Company paid, was
the correct rate of pay.
3. Agents in PHX who were given mandatory overtime assignments on Thanksgiving Day, 2015,
gave their mandatory overtime assignments at the rate of time and one-half.
4. The Union filed a grievance on behalf of all the agents who did not receive double time who
worked a shift by way of picking up another mandatory overtime shift on Thanksgiving.
(Brief for the Union at 2)
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The instant case is contractual in nature (i.e., non discharge) and, as such, the
Union bears the burden of proving a violation of the parties' collective bargaining
agreement. Additionally, the Union asserts that, contrary to the Company's position, the
grievance is arbitrable (Brief at 6).
Citing the decision of Arbitrator Gill Vernon, SAN-0-0327/14 (2015), the Union
maintains that Arbitrator Vernon issued a decision and award on what the proper
application was as to the correct rate of pay when a ramp agent picks up a mandatory
overtime assignment and his opinion and award is in complete harmony with the parties'
collective bargaining agreement. In the Union's view, the decisions, opinions, and
awards of System Boards and arbitrators, especially on contract matters, are in fact
precedent setting. Mr. Vernon's decision is now the precedent on determining the proper
rate of pay for agents who are working overtime assignments due to mandatory
assignments. According to the Union, Arbitrator Vernon's decision is clear and
straightforward. To this end the Union denied that it is taking one line from Mr.
Vernon's decision and using it in dictum. It is the proper application of the decision that
the TWU seeks.
In support the Union points out that the TWU Work Rules Interpretations
(WRI)(UX 1) are applicable in the instant case. Specifically relevant is the following
declaration:
[Question]: 20. When an employee is scheduled for mandatory overtime and gives it to another
employee, what is the employee's rate of pay?
[Answer]: The employee picking up the overtime assignment will be paid his applicable rate.
(The only exception is during the holiday overtime as outlined by the Arbitrators' decision).
(Brief at 8; UX 1 at 10)

According to the TWU, both parties, for the life of the collective bargaining
agreement, have understood Question #20 with its subsequent answer to mean: The ramp
agent who works the hours will be paid the proper overtime pay that the parties'
collective bargaining agreement allows based on the agent who works the shift, as if they
signed the overtime call book and volunteered to the Company to work (Brief at 9). In
support the Union advances the following examples:
If Agent A picks up a mandatory overtime assignment for Agent B, and ifit is Agent's A's first
day off, and Agent A has not worked any other overtime in that day, Agent A would be entitled to
time and one half for these hours worked as if they [sic] signed the overtime call book and
volunteered for the assignment.
If Agent A picked up a mandatory overtime assignment from Agent Band it was Agent A's
second day off, and Agent A had worked 4 or more hours on his first day off, Agent A would get
paid double time for the hours worked from picking up the mandatory overtime assignment from
Agent B, again, as if they signed the overtime call book and volunteered for the assignment.

In the Union's view, it was this line of thinking that caused the Company to pay the
Grievant double time (in the case before Mr. Vernon) for the mandatory hours he picked
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up, because it put the Grievant over eight hours of overtime worked for the day. In the
Vernon case, the Union felt that because the Grievant picked up a mandatory overtime
assignment from another agent, he would be entitled to triple time pay, as ifhe signed the
overtime call book. Based on the language of the WRI and the proper pay for working on
a holiday, the Union filed a grievance for an agent to receive triple time for the hours
worked over eight as the result of picking up a mandatory overtime assignment on
Christmas Day. Mr. Vernon concluded that the critical question was whether the
Company required the Grievant to work the PM shift. Mr. Vernon correctly pointed out
that the only place in the parties' collective bargaining agreement that addresses triple
time is in Article 22, and that Article has two requirements in order to obtain triple time:
"Operatively, triple time is provided under two conditions: (1) if the Company requires
the employee to work and (2) if the employee works more than eight hours." (Vernon at
4; UX 2). The Union maintains that at no point in the opinion and award of Mr. Vernon
does he make any statement to the point of the Company that the Grievant was properly
paid double time because he worked in excess of eight hours. In the words of the Union:
"This is very key because there are four instances in the collective bargaining agreement
that double time was the proper pay for one of the other reasons in the collective
bargaining agreement that double time is owed to an employee." (Brief at 10).
Addressing the Company's argument that there is no past practice of paying
double time for an agent volunteering to pick up another agent's mandatory overtime
assignment, the Union responds by asserting that based on Mr. Vernon's Opinion and
Award, it is quite clear that the parties' collective bargaining agreement did mandate the
payment of double time for all time worked due to a mandatory overtime assignment
(Brief at 14). Indeed, asked how long had the mandatory overtime provision require
double time Dan Kusek responded: "I believe that started with this book. So April '09 I
think is when it started being administrated that way." (Brief at 14; R. 51).
The Union further asserts that when a change in the language of the collective
bargaining agreement is accomplished through negotiations, both parties must understand
that the meaning of the labor agreement has changed. The Company, however, kept
things the same. In the Union's view, the Company's rationale- that an employee that
voluntarily picks up a mandatory overtime assignment is only paid time and one-half
because he or she is volunteering as opposed to being involuntarily inconvenienced
("they didn't have a choice")- must be rejected. The Union backs this up by asserting:
The Company cannot change the 'bucket' of an overtime shift because of a transaction
between two employees. You cannot have the opinion that an agent has the same rights as if they
signed the overtime call book in one instance and not another. The rules and application of
overtime pay must be applied the same in all instances and not just to fit the Company's agenda to
ensure a lower pay rate is given to agents working any overtime shift. The language in the
collective bargaining agreement is very specific in this case. It clearly states that the rate of
double time will be paid "For all time worked due to a mandatory assignment." There were
several agents in Phoenix, Arizona, that were given a mandatory overtime assignment to work
Thanksgiving Day. Those agents made a private transaction with another agent to trade that
mandatory overtime assignment away. Based on the ruling of Mr. Vernon, the agents who worked
the mandatory overtime assignments should be paid by the Company [at] the same rate the
Company was obligated to pay the agents who received the mandatory assignment.
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(Briefat 15-16)
As a remedy the Union seeks double time for all agents who obtained the hours
by shift trade from agents who received a mandatory overtime assignment form the
Company (Briefat 16).
IV. POSITION OF THE COMPANY
The position of the Company, as outlined in its opening statement and post
hearing Brief, is summarized as follows:
A.
The Union's grievance is not arbitrable. Initially the Company asserts that the
present grievance is not arbitrable. To be arbitrable, the Union's grievance must involve
interpretation of a contract provision. The general rule is that an arbitrator's role is to read
and apply the parties' contract. To go beyond that role to determine whether some new
and different contract terms might be preferable would run afoul of the Supreme Court's
admonition that an arbitrator is not to dispense his or her own brand of industrial
justice.") Under the collective bargaining agreement the Arbitrator has "no power to
change, add to, or delete its terms. He shall have jurisdiction only to detennine issues
involving the interpretation or application of this Agreement."
Here, however, the Union bases its position entirely on a line from Arbitrator
Vernon's decision in the Agent Y grievance:
Q.
Okay. So you are basing your entire argument out of this line from
Arbitrator Vernon's decision, correct?
A.
Yes.
Arbitrator Vernon, however, could not (and did not) add to or subtract from the
parties' contract. Therefore, because the Union rests its case on dicta-completely taken
out of context at that-from Arbitrator Vernon's decision, this grievance is not arbitrable.
B.
The Union did not prove that the Company violated the CBA by not paying
double-time to those employees who voluntarily picked up mandatory overtime shifts on
November 26, 2015. Management notes that the Union bears the burden of proof in a
contract interpretation case, which requires the moving party to prove by a preponderance
of the evidence that the contract was breached. To this end, the burden lies with the
Union to identify some contractual limitation which prohibited the Company from acting
as it did. The Union must produce more evidence than the Company and "has the burden
of persuading the arbitrator that its position is the correct one.
The parties' collective bargaining agreement does not require the Company to pay
double-time to employees simply because they volunteer to pick up another employee's
mandatory overtime shift. In the Company's eyes, the analysis should start and end with
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the contract's plain text. Article 7, Section C lists four (4) discrete scenarios in which
employees will receive double-time. These circumstances are (1) working in excess of
eight (8) hours on one of the two regularly scheduled days off; (2) all hours worked on
the second scheduled day off, if at least four (4) hours were worked on the first scheduled
day off; (3) all hours worked in excess of 12 on any work day; and (4) all time worked
due to mandatory overtime assignments. The Union agreed at the hearing that these were
the only scenarios in which double-time is paid.
The first three double-time scenarios are not at issue in this case. None of the
Grievants worked over eight (8) hours on T)1anksgiving, nor was Thanksgiving a "second
scheduled day off." Therefore, the first three provisions of Article 7, Section C cannot
apply here.
Management asserts that the fourth double-time scenario does not apply either.
Undisputedly, the Company did not assign a mandatory overtime shift to the Grievants on
Thanksgiving. Under the Agreement, employees sign the call book to volunteer for
overtime shifts, and if the Company does not get sufficient volunteers, the Company then
assigns mandatory overtime. The Grievants were not assigned mandatory overtime under
this process. Instead, the Company assigned mandatory overtime to someone else to
work on Thanksgiving. The Grievants only worked on Thanksgiving because they
volunteered to pick up those shifts. Therefore, because the Grievants were not assigned
mandatory overtime, they are not entitled to double-time under the contract's plain text
(Brief at 7).
The Arbitrator's analysis should end there because the collective bargaining
agreement is not ambiguous in this regard. Even if some ambiguity existed, however, the
parties' past practice also supports the Company's position. Indeed, the TWU admitted
that the past practice was for the Company not to pay double-time in this situation:
Q.
Before Agent Y, you agree - before the Agent Y opinion was
issued in June of 2015, you agree the Company had never paid employees double
time for voluntarily pickling up a mandatory overtime shift, right?
A,
If they didn't qualify for double time in another way in the CBA,
correct, yes.
Q.
After Agent Y decision was issued, you can't tell me about one
instance of the Company paying double time to an employee who voluntarily
picked up a mandatory overtime shift, right?
A.
No, I can't.
Management points out that its representative likewise testified that the past
practice was not to pay double-time to employees who voluntarily picked up other
employees' mandatory overtime shifts:
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Q.
Okay. Prior to the Agent Y opinion, were you aware of the Union
ever taking the position that the CBA required the Company to pay double time
for an employee who voluntarily picked up a mandatory shift?
A.
And more specifically for a single shift, no. Only in Agent Y's
circumstance where he had already worked eight hours, he was then due the
double time.
Given that the plain text of the collective bargaining agreement and the parties'
past practice, the grievance must be denied (Briefat 9).
The Agent Y decision does not support the Union's position. Additionally, even
if the Union could rely solely on Agent Y to support its position, Agent Y does not
support the Union's position; it supports the Company's position. As the Union admitted,
Agent Y involved a unique set of circumstances. The Company paid Agent Y double
time, not because he voluntarily picked up someone else's mandatory overtime shift, but
rather because he worked over 8 hours that d ay. While the grievance alleged that Agent
Y should have been paid triple time, the Arbitrator agreed with the Company and decided
Agent Y should not receive triple-time. Therefore, Arbitrator Vernon was never asked to
decide whether employees should be paid overtime simply because they voluntarily
picked up someone else's mandatory overtime shift.
Moreover, Arbitrator Vernon's decision actually supports the Company's
position. Arbitrator Vernon correctly recognized that, when an employee volunteers to
pick up another employee's mandatory overtime shift, it is a voluntary transaction
between two employees:
In Agent Y's case the Company had already required Agent Z to work. No further mandate
was issued or acted upon by the Company. Its mandate and requirements had been fulfilled.
[Agent Y's] action was strictly voluntarily [sic] and fulfilled no mandate or requirement of the
Company. [Agent Y's] transaction with Agent Z was not required by the Company directly or
indirectly. It was the result ofthe choice of two individuals [emphasis added].

That rationale applies with equal force here. The Company did not compel the
Grievants to work; it was their choice to take the Thanksgiving shifts, so they should be
paid according to the voluntary overtime rules.
Finally, even if Agent Y could be read to support the Union's position, the Union
could not prevail. Arbitrator Vernon was not empowered to alter the parties' contract; he
could only interpret what its provisions mean. Adding a fifth scenario to Article 7 where
employees are entitled to double time would constitute adding a term to the parties'
contract, which Arbitrator Vernon could not do. Therefore, even if Arbitrator Vernon's
decision could be read as the Union reads it, that decision could not control this case.

* * * *
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Conclusion. The Union cannot meet its burden of proof to show the Company
violated the contract. Because the Union rests its case on Agent Y, not the contract, this
dispute is not arbitrable. And even if the Arbitrator were to decide the merits, the
grievance should be denied. The contract lists four scenarios in which double-time is
paid, and none of those scenarios applied here. The Grievants in this case did not work
more than 8 hours on Thanksgiving, nor were they working on their second day off. And,
crucially, they were not working mandatory overtime shifts-they voluntarily picked up
mandatory shifts assigned to other employees. Therefore, the Company did not owe
them double-time. The grievance should be denied (Brief at 10-11 ).
For the above reasons, the Company requests that the Union's grievance be
denied in its entirety.
V. RELEVANT CONTRACT PROVISIONS
ARTICLE TWO
SCOPE OF AGREEMENT

* * * *
C.

Reasonable Work Rules. Employees covered by this Agreement shall be
governed by all reasonable Company rules and regulations previously or
hereafter issued by proper authority of the Company which are not in
conflict with the terms and conditions of this Agreement and which have
been made available to covered Employees and the Union Office prior to
becoming effective.

D.

Management Rights. The right to manage and direct the work force,
subject to the provisions of this Agreement, is vested in and retained by
the Company.

(JX 1 at 3)
ARTICLE SEVEN
OVERTIME
A.
Computation. For pay purposes, the overtime rate of time and one half
shall be computed on an actual minute basis adjusted to the nearest tenth (1/10) of
an hour, with a minimum of three quarters (3/4) hour overtime. If an employee
elects to waive the requirements for the minimum three quarters (3/4) of ove1iime,
he many do so if approval is obtained from a supervisor. For the purposes of this
Article only, it is expressly understood and agreed that a part time employee's
seniority shall be the date he was placed in the classification in which he is
working.
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B.
Time and One-half. Employees shall be paid an hourly rate of time and
one half for:
1.
First 4 Hours. The first hour (4) hours worked either prior to or
after an employee's regular shift.

2.
First 8 Hours. The first eight (8) hours worked on one of the twp
regularly scheduled days off.
C.

Double-time. Employees shall be paid an hourly rate of double time for:

1.
Excess of Eight Hours Overtime. All hours in excess of the first
eight (8) hours worked on one of the two regularly scheduled days off each work
week.

2.
Second Scheduled Day Off. For all time worked on the second
regularly scheduled day off in a work week. If a minimum of four (4) overtime
hours on the first day off was worked.
3. Excess of 12 Hours. For all time worked in excess of twelve (12) hours
in any work day.
4. For all time worked due to mandatory overtime assignments.
(JX 1 at 16)

ARTICLE TWENTY-TWO
HOLIDAYS/FREEDAYS

* * *
C.

Holidays. The following holidays shall be observed: Thanksgiving Day
(November) and Christmas Day (December). These holidays shall be that
day generally recognized as that holiday. All employees shall receive a
holiday bonus in an amount equal to their regular compensation rate,
including premium and differentials, if applicable, for eight (8) hours. If
the Company requires an employee to work on a holiday, he shall be paid
time and one-half according to his regular compensation rate for the first
eight (8) hours, in addition to his regular holiday bonus rate, and triple
time thereafter. An employee scheduled to work on a holiday who does
not report for work shall lose all pay for such holiday unless the absence if
due to sickness or is excused.

(JX 1 at 45)
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ARTICLE TWENTY
GRIEVANCE/ SYSTEM BOARD/ ARBITRATION
DISCHARGE and DISCIPLINE
SECTION ONE
PROCEDURES
A.

Purpose. No Employee who has passed his probationary period shall be
disciplined to the extent of loss of pay or discharge without just cause.

* * * *
C.

Cost of Arbitration. It is understood and agreed that the cost of
arbitration shall be borne of the losing party.

(JX 1 at 40)

G.
Fact-Finding Procedures. No covered employee shall be subject
to discipline involving loss of pay or discharge without having the benefit
of a fact-finding, with the right to have a union representative present, in
accordance with the following procedures:

1.

No Suspension. In circumstances where no suspension is
imposed:

* * *
c.
The Company shall render its decision (inclusive of any
discipline), in writing to the Employee, within five (5) working
days after completion of the factfinding, and a copy of the decision
shall be delivered to the local representative of the Union.
(JX 1 at 40-41)

VI. DISCUSSION
In a non-disciplinary arbitration the party who has the burden of proof must
present enough evidence in support of its asserted claim to make out a prima fade case;
that is, if no other evidence was offered on the propositions at issue, the offer of evidence
would persuade the trier of fact that the claim should be granted. Accordingly, the
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burden lies with the Union to identify some contractual limitation which prohibited the
City from acting as it did. Reynolds Metal Co., 62 LA (BNA) 695,696 (Volz,
1974)("[I]n this case it was not incumbent upon the Company to find affirmative
contractual support for what it did; rather, the burden was upon the Union to point to
come contractual limitation."). See also, Dow Chem. Co., 110 LA (BNA) 1140, 1144
(O'Grady 1998) ("In a contract interpretation case, it is well-established in arbitral law
that the Union bears the burden of proving that the Company's action violated the
Agreement."); Willard City Sch. Dist., 108 LA (BNA) 1091, 1092 (Klein 1997) (noting
that the union has the burden of proof in all contract interpretation matters); City of
Elyria, 106 LA (BNA) 268,271 (Fullmer 1996) (stating that the union bears the burden
of establishing facts which demonstrate that the employer violated the collective
bargaining agreement). This burden requires the moving party to prove by a
preponderance of the evidence that the contract was breached. See, Kroger Food Co.,
109 LA (BNA) 470 (Baroni 1997).
The concept of"burden of proof'' should not be regarded lightly. As stated by
Arbitrator Sears in International Minerals & Chemical Corp., 61-2 ARB ,I 8284 at 4047
(1962):
This discussion of burden of proof should not be viewed by the parties as a mere
academic exercise having no bearing on the merits of the present controversy. On
the contrary, it is very important to the disposition of this case. "Burden of proof''
really means that the party which has the burden must produce at hearing MORE
[emphasis in original] evidence than the party which does not have that burden
. . . The Arbitrator firmly believes that most arbitrators, at least
subconsciously, are of the opinion that in contract interpretation cases, such
as this, the grieving party has the burden of persuading the arbitrator that its
position is the correct one.

A.

Decision and Analysis of Evidence Record

The National Academy of Arbitrators, in their recent text The Common Law of the
Workplace 69 (BNA, 2005)(2d edition), had this to say regarding rules of contract
interpretation:
Labor arbitration is a matter of contract. It is the role of parties to a
collective bargaining agreement to determine the value of their exchange and,
then, the role of arbitrators to interpret the labor contract consistent with the
parties negotiated preference. Arbitrators generally refrain from evaluating the
prudence of a particular contractual term or inquiring into bargaining power
imbalances and issues of justice. It is the role of arbitrators to use standards of
contract interpretation to understand the meaning of the parties' contractual goals
and to render a decision in keeping with the parties' intent.

* * *
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§ 2.2 The Prime Directive: Intent of the Parties
Standards of contract interpretation used by arbitrators are designed to
determine the intent of parties in adopting certain language to express their
rights and obligations.
Comment:
Parties rarely hold precisely the same understanding of a contractual term.
As a consequence, standards of contract interpretation have arisen and are
designed to discern the parties' mutual intent as nearly as reasonably possible.
Arbitrators also often confront circumstances not contemplated by the parties at
the time of contract formation. Arbitrators customarily rely on three sources of
principles as guides to determine contractual intent. They are (1) standards of
contract interpretation, (2) the concept of past practice, and (3) the principle of
reasonableness. Such interpretative guidelines are frequently used in conjunction
with each other.
Id. at 71.

B.

The Company's Arbitrability Defense

The TWU filed a grievance (JX 2) based on Arbitrator Vernon's interpretation of
a provision (or provisions) in the parties' collective bargaining agreement. The Union has
advanced a colorable argument that the parties' collective bargaining agreement was
violated when it refused to pay double time to named grievants for working a mandatory
overtime shift (i.e., voluntarily picking up another agent's mandatory overtime shift) on
Thanksgiving Day. I cannot conclude that the Union's argument was made in bad faith
or otherwise not based on a violation of the collective bargaining agreement. As such,
the grievance is substantively arbitrable.
C.

Decision on the Merits

Relevant in this case is an examination of the opinion and award of Arbitrator Gill
Vernon in Case No. SAN-0-0327/14 (2015)(Agent Y, grievant)- a case cited by both
parties as supporting the resolution of the Agent X grievance.
In that case Grievant Agent Y signed the Company's posting (call-book) seeking
overtime for Christmas Day. Significantly, while the Grievant could have signed up for
the "AM" and "PM" shift, Agent Y signed up for only one shift (an "AM" shift). Agent
Y was awarded one shift. Having not received enough sign-ups in the call book for
voluntary overtime (VOT), the Company made mandatory assignments (M OT). One of
the employees who received a MOT was Agent Agent Z for a PM shift. Agent
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Z asked Grievant ifhe would work her shift, and Agent Y agreed.
Grievant Agent Y subsequently was paid doubt time for working Agent Z's PM
MOT shift that followed him AM VOT shift. Mr. Agent Y filed a grievance seeking
triple time for all hours worked that Christmas Day in excess ofeight. The grievance
cited Articles 2, 7, and 22, and all others that might apply. The matter was moved to
arbitration before Arbitrator Vernon on March 19, 2015.
In a well-reasoned decision, Arbitrator Vernon first pointed out that triple time is
not mentioned in Article Seven (Overtime)(reprinted supra). Section B and C ofthat
Article only addressed time and one-halfand double time. It is subsection 4 ofSection C
that requires double time for a mandatory assignment. Mr. Vernon pointed out that the
only contract ("Red Book") provision that mentions triple time relevant to this dispute is
Article Twenty-Two (Holidays/Freedays) Section C that reads in relevant part: "Ifthe
Company requires an employee to work on a holiday, he shall be paid time and one-half
according to his regular compensation rate for the first eight (8) hours, in addition to his
regular holiday bonus rate, and triple time thereafter." (JX 1 at 45). Vernon correctly
concluded that "operatively, triple time is provided under two conditions: (1) ifthe
Company requires the employee to work and (2) ifthe employee works more than eight
hours." (Vernon at 4).
Arbitrator Vernon defined the issue for resolution as follows: "Under these unique
facts and circumstances namely that Grievant worked in excess of8 hours on Christmas
as the result ofagreeing to cover Agent Z's mandatory overtime - is whether the
Company required Mr. Agent Y to work the PM shift." (Vernon at 5). Mr. Vernon noted
that the plain meaning ofthe word "require" does not support the Union's case. He
stated: "Nor is there any practice or bargaining history cited by the Union that suggests
the contract should not be interpreted consistent with the common concept ofwhat it
means to
'require."' Id.
Finding that it was Grievant Agent Y who elected to work for a co-worker
(Agent Z), Mr. Vernon reasoned that SWA did not compel this choice "and had no hand
in him working her mandatory overtime. The only way the Company could have been
the moving and initiating party to Grievant working more than eight hours is if Grievant's
name came up in the inverse application ofseniority or ifhe had signed up and had been
assigned to two shifts from the call book. That the Company may have had expectations
ofGrievant once he committed to Agent Z (such as attendance etc.) does not convert his
voluntary agreement with Agent Z or change its fundamental nature into an involuntary
mandate by the Company." Id. The Arbitrator further reasoned that Agent Y worked
more than eight hours on Christmas was not the result ofa Company requirement but it
was the result ofa transaction between Agent Z and Agent Y with no direct action by the
Company. Id. at 7. Arbitrator Vernon went on to write:
In Agent X's case the Company had already required Agent Z to work. No further
mandate was issued or acted upon by the Company. Its mandate and requirements had been
fulfilled. Grievant's transaction with Agent Z was not required by the Company directly or
indirectly. It was the result of the choice of two individuals . While the Company had to honor
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their agreement, mandating Agent Z satisfied its needs. Mr. Agent X's work in excess of8 hours
was not related to any action of the Company. Had the Company done nothing more than
mandate Agent Z as it did its requirements would have been satisfied. Said another way, the buck
stopped with Agent Z as far as the Company's requiring anything. The Company's obligation was
met when, as it agreed, to pay Grievant double time just as it would have paid Agent Z. The
Company ultimately acknowledged double time was the appropriate rate for both Grievant and
Agent Z (has she worked) in spite of some intentional obscuration or unintentional confusion to
the contrary.
In summary, there is no contractual provision that requires triple time in this
circumstance. Grievant was not required by the Company to work Agent Z's shift. (Vernon at
7-8).

A fair reading of Agent Y reveals that he was paid double time, not because he
voluntarily picked up someone else 's mandatory overtime shift. but because he worked
over eight (8) hours that day. In Mr. Vernon's words: "That Agent Y worked more than
eight hours on Christmas was not the result of a Company requirement but it was the
result of a transaction between Agent Z and Agent Y with no direct action by the
Company." (Vernon at 7). While the grievance alleged that Agent Y should have been
paid triple time, in the end Mr. Vernon agreed with the Company and denied the
grievance. Significantly, Arbitrator Vernon was never asked to decide whether an
employee should be paid overtime simply because he or she voluntarily picked up
someone else's mandatory overtime shift. 1 Nothing in Mr. Vernon's opinion supports the

As the parties know, I have written decisions endorsing the merits of applying the doctrine of resjudicata in
labor arbitration. See, e.g., Southwest Airlines & TWU 555, Case DCA-0-2825/15 ( 2016)("Arbitrator Neumeier's
declaration is entitled to great weight, if not resjudicata status (at least in the jurisdiction at issue in that case, BNA
(Nashville, TN)."); Southwest Airlines & TWU 555, Case PHX-R-2112/14 (20 I 5)(applying res Judicata principles in
attendance case). In so doing, however, it is imperative to ascertain the exact issue before the prior arbitrator. In the
case at bar Arbitrator Vernon ruled that Agent Y was not entitled to triple time. His reference to double time as the
correct rate of pay is arguably dicta, but even so Mr. Agent Y was paid double time, not because he tapped into the rate
of pay of a co-worker, but rather because he voluntarily worked in excess ofeight hours on Christmas Day. An
exchange with Mr. Cluff on cross examination makes the point:
Q. And if you were so familiar with the Agent Y opinion, what was the Company's reasoning behind paying
him double time?
A. The Company's reasoning behind paying him double time, because they were saying his applicable rate
was double time because he had already worked eight hours n that day.
Q. And hadn't he in fact worked more than eight hours in that day?
A. He did, yes.
Q. And doesn't the collective bargaining agreement require the Company to pay him double time when he
works more than eight hours in that day?
A. It also requires them to - it also requires the Company to pay double time in that situation as well, yes.
Q. Just to be clear, the collective bargaining agreement requires the Company to pay double time when Mr.
Agent Y worked more than eight hours on that day, right?
A. Correct.
Q. And that's what the Company did, correct?
A. Correct. (R. 21-22).

* * *
Q. The Union's argument here is simply because these individuals voluntarily picked up mandatory overtime
shifts, they should be paid double time, right?
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inference that double time was the appropriate rate of pay for Agent Y because it was
obligated to pay Agent Z that rate - i.e., that whatever Agent Z was being paid would be
the correct rate of pay for Agent Y. While the burden is not on the Company to prove it
did not violate the parties' collective bargaining agreement, its argument that Mr.
Vernon's decision actually supports its position is well taken. Arbitrator Vernon
correctly recognized that, when an employee volunteers to pick up another employee's
mandatory overtime shift, it is a voluntary transaction between two employees. The
Company is really a third wheel looking in.
Clear and simple, the parties' collective bargaining agreement provides in no
uncertain terms when an employee is entitled to double time. As noted, the first three
instances are not at issue here. The fourth category is clear: Double time is due "For all
time worked due to mandatory overtime assignments." (JX 1 at 16). No overtime
assignment was made by the Company to the Grievants on Thanksgiving Day. As
correctly noted by Company Counsel: "Under the parties' collective bargaining
agreement employees sign the call book to volunteer for overtime shifts, and if the
Company does not get sufficient volunteers, the Company then assigns mandatory
overtime. The Grievants were not assigned mandatory overtime under this process."
(Brief for the Employer at 7-8). Had they been assigned mandatory overtime by
Southwest Airlines, under the Agreement they would be entitled to double time. The
Grievants before me worked on Thanksgiving because they volunteered to pick up shifts
of employees who were man datoried. They were never in the class of employees
assigned mandatory overtime. The distinction is dispositive of the grievance.
Finally, to the extent that past practice is important, an analysis of what happen in
the past supports Management's case. It is undisputed that, before and after the Vernon
award, SWA has never paid employees who voluntarily pick up a mandatory overtime
shift double time. 2 There is in fact, recognized by Mr. Vernon, a difference in an
A. Yeah, the Union, based on this decision (the Vernon decision], is saying that once that mandatory
overtime shift is designated as a mandatory overtime shift, it's double time pay according to the collective bargaining
agreement.
Q. And let's just be clear about this. The Company has never paid employees double time for voluntarily
picking up mandatory overtime shifts, right?
A. Not before this decision, no. (R. 23).
Mr. Vernon was careful to point out that Agent X's assignment was engendered not by managerial directive
but through a shift trade. Again, Mr. Vernon never decided whether an employee should be paid overtime simply
because he or she voluntarily picked up a co-worker's mandatory overtime shift. As such, the principle of resjudicata
is inapplicable in this case.
2

Making the Company's point is the following exchange:

Q. [By Mr. Berbarie]: Before Agent Y, you agree- before the Agent Y opinion was issued in June of 2015,
you agree the Company had never paid employees double time for voluntarily picking up a mandatory overtime shift,
right?
A. [By Mr. Cluff]: If they didn't qualify for double time in another way in the collective bargaining
agreement, correct, yes.
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employee picking up someone else's mandatory overtime shift and an employee who
himself is mandatorily assigned an overtime shift. Clear and simple, an employee who
does not sign the overtime call book and is given a mandatory overtime assignment is in a
different category than an agent who voluntarily assumes an overtime assignment. As
correctly recognized by Mr. Cluff, if Management does not have enough employees to do
the work, it will go to the call book to find volunteers (VOT). If the Company still needs
employees, they will call people in reverse order of seniority for mandatory overtime
(MOT) and basically tell them they have to come to work (R. 13). The nature of the
assignment and its nexus to Management matters. It certainly mattered to Arbitrator
Vernon. Mr. Agent Y was paid double time because he worked more than eight hours on
Christmas Day, not because he worked someone's mandatory overtime assignment. As
recognized in the following exchange between Messrs. Berbarie and Cluff:
Q. And just so we're clear, I think you told me earlier that the Company's
argument was the Company paid Agent Y double time because he had worked
more than eight hours on that day. Right?
A. Correct.
Q. That's why the Company agreed to pay him double time, right?
A. Right.
Q. And that's why the Company in fact paid him double time, right?
A. Right.

Q. After the Agent Y decision was issued, you can't tell me about one instance of the Company paying
double time to an employee who voluntarily picked up a mandatory overtime shift, right?
A. No, I can't. (R. 24-25).

* * *
Q. This language, requiring the Company to pay double time for mandatory overtime, was put in the
agreement so that employees who were required to work overtime were paid more money that those who volunteered to
work overtime, right?
A. That's correct.
Q. And it was like that- it's been like that since 2008, correct?
A. Correct.
Q. And since 2008 the Company has been paying double time to those employees it requires to work a
mandatory overtime shift, right?
A. Correct.
Q. But since that time, since 2008 and this provision was put in the collective bargaining agreement,
the Company has been paying time and a half to those employees who voluntarily picked up a mandatory shift,
right?
A. That's correct.
Q. And the Union never filed a grievance based on the Company doing that, paying the time and a
half, until the grievance that's before Arbitrator Hill, right?
A. Correct.
Q. So you are basing your entire argument out of this line from Arbitrator Vernon's decision, correct?
A. Yes. (R. 26-27; emphasis in bold mine).
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Q. That was the Company's consistent position throughout the Agent Y
case, right?
A. Yes, correct.

* * *
Q. And you agree that if your tum to Article 7 of the collective bargaining
agreement, double time is required under 7(C)(l) for working in excess of eight
hours, right?
A. Right. Yeah, there's four instances where double time would be
required. (R. 27-28).
When the Company asserts that Agent Y was paid double time because he worked
more than eight hours on the holiday, 3 Arbitrator Vernon's declaration that Agent Y was
paid the correct amount (and not triple time) does not help the TWU establish a
contractual violation for an employee like Grievant Agent X, who (again) was never
given an overtime assignment by the Company but, rather, worked overtime pursuant to
voluntarily picking up a mandatory overtime shift of another employee.
For the above reasons, the following award is issued:

To the extent there is any question why Agent Y was paid double time (and not triple time), a final
exchange with Dan Kusek is noteworthy:
Q. Why was Mr. Agent Y paid double time on the day in question in the Agent Y arbitration?
A . He was paid double time because he had already worked eight hours of overtime for that day. I think he
states that on page 2 correctly. Arbitrator Vernon says the first eight hours would be at time and a half, kind of at the
end of that first paragraph on page 2.
Q. And what provision in the collective bargaining agreement requires the Company to pay douible time
when an employee works more than eight hours?
A. It's in Article 7. It's under the double time section, page 16. You got it right here. So it's Article 7,
Overtime, paragraph (C)(2), in excess of eight hours overtime.

for.

Q. And in relation to the Agent Y case, is that why the Company paid Mr. Agent Y double time?
A . Well, correct. Yeah, any other overtime that he would have picked up, he would have got double time

Q. And how- was the Union's grievance denied or sustained by Arbitrator Vernon?
A. It was denied. Just last sentence, "There is no contractual provision that requires triple time in this
circumstance." (R. 49).

* * *
Q. And just for the record, these employees in question, they all voluntarily picked up someone else's
mandatory shift, correct/
A. That's what l understand.
Q. And none of them worked more than eight hours on the day in question?
A. That's true. That's what I understand. (R. 52-53).
ft cannot be overstated that this is the only question that was before Arbitrator Vernon. He was never
asked to render an opinion on the facts relevant in Mr. Agent X' case.
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VII.AWARD
The grievance is arbitrable.
SWA did not violate the parties' collective bargaining agreement in electing to
pay the Grievants at issue time and one-half, rather than double time, who work a
mandatory overtime shift as a result of a voluntary trade with another agent.
Pursuant to Article Twenty (C) of the � ies' collective bargaining agreement,
costs are assessed against the Union.
,
�
\ , j
Dated this 23rd day of May, 2016
at DeKalb, Illinois, 60115.

M \/iIA \ �
I

Marvin Hill
Arbitrator
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